ROTARACT CLUB OF JIT
The main objective of our club is to serve the society and in the
process obtain the knowledge and experience to help in bringing
about personal growth.
The installation of the members this year was done on September 16th
2017 the Guest of Honour Rtn Prakash Raikar, Asst. Governor of Dist
3190.
Rtn. Dr Rudresh Kumar K.J
Director Vocational Services 2017-18
The Following activities are carried out

Gift Box
Our first project was the “Gift Box”, lead by the Jt. Secretary
Varun. The objective was to collect clothes and other articles from the
students and donate them to children of orphanage. This project was
inaugurated by Dr. Mohan Kumar (Vice Principal and HOD Dpt. of
Mechanical Engineering).
Boxes were placed strategically around the campus and many students
contributed ardently to the children in need.

JIT BIOPARK
The next project we undertook was the “JIT Biopark”, lead by the
Vice President Ruthvik L Bhat on 28th September 2017. We planted
around 25 Mahogany saplings at the college premises and helped
nourish them. The backyard of Block A was renamed as "JIT BIO
PARK"(As suggested by our mentor Dr. Rudresh Kumar). This was a

small step in helping to create awareness about the importance of
trees.

CLEANATHON 2K18
Our next venture was inspired by the words, “A clean person isn’t
one who keeps away from dirt, but one that takes the time and effort
to tidy-up a dirty environment.” Our goal was to clean up the entire
campus of JIT and make it free of non-biodegradable waste.
How we accomplished....
Each of the eight blocks of our campus was assigned to a group of
members, each led by a board member. Under the guidance of our
Principal Dr. Gopalakrishna, our mentor Dr. Rudresh Kumar and our
President Nishanth Bobbili, each member actively participated in
collecting the waste and made the venture successful.

